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students discuss other education systems. See page 4.
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College explores Latin
American studies program
O

BY HANNAH BEECH
Managing Editor

Illustration courtesy of Communications

The sloop Hero is the symbol of the Capital Campaign.

Capital Campaign
visits NY, Boston
BY ALISON BORNSTEIN
Asst. News Editor

Colby administrators, faculty
and students participated in the second and third events of Colby 's most
ambitious capital campaign in its
history with kick-off dinners in New
York on Nov. 9 and in Boston on
Nov. 10.
"The goal of this campaign is to
secure$100 millionby 1999 for needs
such as endowment for faculty support and student scholarships/' said
President of the Student Association (Stu-A) Bryan Raffetto '95.
President William Cotter out-

lined the importance of the campaign goals and announced five
additional $1 million gifts. The
pledges have been donated to the
public part of the campaign by:
Trustee Paul Schupf, Audrey Katz
'57,Jean Mood y '56 and two anonymous pledges were made: one for
the chair of investment and finance
and one to support the next fiveyear plan of the art museum.
"The campaign is going extremely well in its public phase/'
said Cotter. "We are alread y way
above the total of our old $30 million campaign."
Chairman of the Government
see CAMPAIGN on page 5

In response to faculty and student interest in a Latin American
studies program, Colby has begun
research into creating a Latin American studies program and a search
for a Latin American historian.
If the sub-committee in charge
of investigating the feasibility of a
Latin American studies program
presents a proposal next spring, students could begin taking classes in
Latin American studies as early as
next academic year, according to
Dean of Faculty Robert McArthur.
When approached about a possible Latin American studies program, professors with an academic
background in Latin America
agreed to form a committee to look
into a new program, contingent on
Colby agreeing to begin a search for
r_ T **4-i-r- , A »vifl«/i _ n J-* __ ? !•_- - - * _ <_i»' -

"The key player that was missing was a historian," said Jorge
Olivares, professor of Latin American literature and chair of the Spanish department. "We said the only
way we would do it was if we could
have a historian."
Currently, the history department in the midst of a search for a
Latin American scholar. The subcommittee is in the research stage,
and it has contacted comparable liberal arts institutions to find out
whether they have a Latin American studies program and what the
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program structure entails.
"We are proceeding very slowly
because we want to do things right,"
said Olivares. "If we do present our
proposal this year, it will be in late
spring."
Interest in a Latin American studies programs has both faculty and
student roots.
"I've been at Colby for 14 years,
and I've pushed for a Latin American studies program for 14 years,"
said Olivares
Student interest also was influential in promoting serious discussion about the program, according
to Olivares.
"While the initial impetus came
from the faculty,"said Olivares, "the
students were certainly influential
in making it a visible issue on campus."
Last' spring, Students of Color
United for Change brought up the
viability of a Latin American studies program that would reflect
Colby 's multicultural emphasis, according to McArthur.
Much of the structure of the Latin
American studies program is alread y in place, according to
McArthur. Faculty already at Colby
include Ivette Hernandaez-Torres,
Spanish instructor, Priscilla Doel,
professor of Spanish and Portuguese,David Nugent,assistant professor of anthropology, Patrice
Franko, associate professor of economics and international studies,
Deborah Norden, assistant professor of government and Olivares.

"The addition of Deborah
Norden really made us start thinking about the program," said
McArthur. "Her position was vital
in beginning our plans for a Latin
American studies program."
A professor qualified to teach
Portuguese, Doel has raised concerns over creating a Latin American studies program without offering Portuguese, which is spoken in
the largest Latin American country,
Brazil.
Portuguese has not been officially offered since 1985-6, according to McArthur. Doel says Portuguese has been offered as an independent study since then.
"From my understanding, Portuguese is not taught at many liberal arts colleges that have Latin
American studies programs," said
McArthur.
"If Bob McArthur says he knows
of reputable Latin American programs that don't offer Portuguese,
he doesn't know what he's talking
about," said Doel.
McArthur also raised concern of
lack of both college funds and student interest in Portuguese.
"I am not aware of any student
interest," said McArthur. "No one
or no group of students has come to
me,and at this point it does not look
like we will have the funds to support Portuguese."
"Bob McArthur has a language
bias," said Doel. "I refuse to believe
that there are no funds for Portuguese out there. "?

Maine alcohol laws may surp rise students
BY E. M. DUGGAN
Features E ditor

With a majority of the Colby campus under the federal legal drinking age of 21,everyone should be aware of the laws regarding
under-age drinking.
If you are under 21 years of age, you
cannot posses or consume any alcoholic beverage,according toJeffBearce oftheWaterville
Police Department. Bearce said this law is
applicable in dorm rooms as well as other
scheduled events on campus. The State Liquor Inspector has been on campus lately and
has ticketed people for merely holding an
unopened bottle or case. He can enter dorms,
and although Colby has its own rule about
drinking outside of buildings, the potential
penalties from the liquor inspector are much
stronger than those of security.
Jim Lym a n, a liquor enforcement officer
for the state of Maine, said when on duty in
Waterville, he and other state officers watch
students buy at stores, follow them back to
campus and then summons them.
"We summons students for illegal trans-

portation, furnishing minors, possession/'
said Lyman. He said many summonses were
handed out during the Samples concert last
month,primarily in the parking lot,to minors
for possession. A student does not even have
to be holding the alcohol to be considered in
possession of it.
Lyman said he rarely enters dorms. Undercover,he used to follow delivery people to
make sure that identification was asked for,
and when it was not he would ticket the store
from which it came. This year he said he
followed a parent who was carrying "a large
amount of alcohol"into the dorm. The parent
was questioned and nothing came of the encounter.
Another problem with under-age drinking is the use of fake IDs, according to Lyman.
He said places like Champions and Joka 's
will keep an ID that they suspect is either fake
or does not belong to the person who presents
it. They then turn it over to Lyman and his
department who will track the student down
on campus and meet with them. The fine for
Echo p hoto by Gretchen Rice
a fake ID is the same as possession.
While driving, a student can have his or This sign on the front door of Joka 's liquor store in Waterville is meant to
deter undera ge drinkers. The sign appears in other stores that sell liquor.
see ALCOHOL on p age 5

Woodsmen build a cabin
BY C. SWAN

Trustees meet in Bost on

Staff Writer

The Trustee Commission on Multicultural Housing met over the
weekend of Nov. 5-6 behind closed doors in Boston.
The purpose of the meeting, according to Dean of Students Janice
Kassman, was to prepare a report on the subject of multicultural and
special interest housing. This report will be presented to the entire Board
of Trustees.
The Board will meet again on Jan . 20-21,1995, in Boston. At that time,
they will decide what course of action to take in regards to the multicultural
housing proposal.Q.C.)

Music preferred

on Thursday

The majority of students would like to listen to music in the Spa on
Thursday nights, the latest Student Opinion Poll found out.
The question asked , "In anticipation of the new stage renovations
for the Spa,which night would youprefer to see a regular music series?"
Out of 540 votes, 47 percent preferred Thursday nights, 29 percent
preferred Wednesday nights and 24 percent favored Friday nights.
While several students commented that they "saw no reasons for
Spa renovations," others said, "Thursday night would prevent offcampus parties while Friday night would provide an alternative to
campus parties."(A.B.)

Students look beyond English
Colby students had the chance to choose which foreign language
they would most like to learn, whether taught at Colby or not, in the Nov.
2 Student Opinion Poll. Out of 671 votes, some of the most popular
answers included:
164
90
80
48
29
14

Spanish
Italian
French
German
Swahili
Gaelic

Nepali
Sanskrit
Icelandic
Sioux
Tribal Dialects
Zulu
(A.B.)

5
4
.
2
2
1
1

Non Jan-Plan students need form
Any student p lanning to be on campus during the Jan Plan period,
but not doing a Jan Plan, should get a form from Thelma Plusquellic in
the Dean of Students Office, Lovejoy 110. This must be done before
students leave for winter break.(E.H.)
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Joining the recent new construction fever, the Colby Woodsmen's
Team is planning on building a new
cabin. The 40-foot log cabin will be
used to store the Woodsmen's
equipment.
The proposed building is a response to previous space constraint
problems.
"Right now we share a part of
the [Colby Outing Club] room to
keep our equipment," said Chris
Griffith '97, a Woodsmen's member
who is assisting in the construction.
The college was surveying the
land around the Woodsmen's field,
so the Woodsmen decided to approach Earl Smith, dean pf the college, and Alan Lewis, director of
physical p lant, for permission to
build their own storage space, according to Griffith.
The reason the team chose to
build at this time was "a matter of
circumstances," according to Scott
Galson '95, Woodsmen's team captain. "We decided not to host the
championship meet this year because we burnt ourselves out on it
last year," he said.
The team was able to get the
lumber at no cost from teammate
Kaatje Van der Hoeven '95, who
owns conservation land.
The cabin will be located in the

Echofile photo by Gretchen Rice

The Woodsmen 's team, practicing earlier this f a l l , is
building a log cabin on its field to store equipment.
trees behind the Woodsmen's field few years down the road in that
and the team will build it them- area,"Griffith said,but the team has
selves, according Galson. The been assured that the cabin would
Woodsmen have laid the founda- be relocated if that occurs.
tion already,but the actual construcIn addition to serving as a stortion will not begin until late March, age area, the cabin will be used as a
to give the lumber an opportunity home base for all meets. "We will
to dry. Galson plans to have the have no access to the Outing Club
cabin completed before the team room after this," said Galson. "The
leaves for the summer.
cabin will have electricity and,hope"They warned us that they might fully, a wood stove. But it won't be
be putting in another soccer field a big enough to do social events."?

In search of black applican t s
Colby's p ool lower than Bates, Bowdoin
BY HANNAH BEECH
Managing Editor

Attracting and retaining African American students has long
been a problem for the nation's
premier liberal arts colleges, and
Colby is no exception.
Among the top-tier liberal arts
colleges, as rated by U.S. News and
World Report, Colby received the
fewest applications from AfricanAmerican students, with only 61
applicants. Bowdoin College and
Bates College had 66 and 92 respectivel y.
While Colby 's applicant pool is
significantly smaller than its New
England counterparts,the college's
acceptance rate, yield (percentage
of accepted students who enroll)

and retention rate are consistent
with other top-ranked liberal arts
colleges.
All three rural Maine liberal arts
colleges accepted approximatel y 50
percent of black applicants,as compared with an acceptance rate of 32
percent for all applicants.
"All three schools have a higher
black acceptance rate than an overall acceptance rate," said Cotter.
"That's not where the problem is."
Colby 's yield of 29 percent is
higher than those of Bates and Bowdoin who attracted 24 and 25 percent of accepted students to campus respectively.
Colby 's African American student retention and graduation rate
of 80 percent also is higher than
those of Bates and Bowdoin.

Despite these figures,Colby still
has fewer black students than many
other top-tier liberal arts colleges.
The problem occurs at an earlier
stage in the applications process —
attracting the black students in the
first place.
"Colby 's bottleneck comes at
the applicantstage,"said President
William Cotter.
With an African-American student population at a high of nine
percent (in the Class of '98), Colby
remains less attractive to black students due to a high annual sticker
price, its small size, remote location, and humanities as opposed to
career-oriented courses,according
to the Summer 1994 issue of the
J ourna l of Blacks in Higher
Education. ^
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Self-defense class possible
addition to next year's curriculum
BY JODI BEZNOSKA
Staff Writer

You're considering a career in corporate America.
You 've heard that venture capitalists make good
money. Your parents would love to see you in law
school. But what you really want to do is teach. At
Simmons College we will help you b ecome a teacher
today and a leader in the profession tomorrow.

The Master of Arts in Teaching Prog ram
?

?
?
?
?

allows you to earn a masters degree and
prepares you for provisional and standard
certification in 14 months
offers year-long internships in one of several
Greater Boston communities
provides a scholarship to degree candidates
during student teaching equal to nearly onethird t he cost of the program
offers courses of study leading to elementary,
middle , and high school certification
offers rolling admission

SIMMONS COLLEQE
^

A rape avoidance and women's
self-defense course ison the verge of
being approved for Colby's curriculum, thanks to the efforts of Tom
Ryan '96.
"Colby College is in need of a
more proactive stance on the issues
of personal safety, in particular, the
safety of women,"said Ryan. "I feel
it is necessary and logical to provide
the women on campus with a course
that may teach them the skills and
knowledge on how to prevent an
assault."
After researching this problem,
Ryan concluded the program offered
by Rape Aggressive Defense Systems (RADS)wouldbe themostbeneficial.
Liz Kennedy, executive director
of American Womens' Self Defense
Association (AWSDA), helped Ryan
determine that RADS is one of most
renowned self-defense courses.
"The RADS course is designed to
be 12 hours long and could be divided into four three-hoursessions,"
said Ryan. "It teaches situational
awareness for females as well as the
practice and philosophy of self defense."
Instructors should be Colby employees who plan to remain at Colby
for at least the next few years, said
Ryan.

"Preferabl y, instructors will be
from the Department of Safety and
Security, as this course clearly falls
within the dep artment's mission,"
said Ryan. "However, the instructors will probably be chosen by the
Personal Safety Committee."
The course is designed to be exclusively for females,with no exceptions.
"This course is designed to be a
rape-prevention course and delivered in a manner that would be useful for women only," Ryan said. "If
there is a desire for a similar course
for males,one should be established.
There should not be an effort to combine the program into a gender-neutral course because the tactics and
scenarios taught to women are different form those taught to men."
Although the Colby Student
Handbook forbids the implementation of any course which discriminates in any way, it also allows for
exceptions.
"Exceptions to this policy maybe
granted for compelling reasons only,
by mutual agreement of the dean of
faculty and EPC [now the Acadmic
Affairs Committee], or in the case of
student-sponsored events, by mutual agreement of the dean of faculty, dean of students and the Student Affairs committee," Ryan said.
According to Ryan, the RADS
program would be of greatbenef it to
Colby students.
"Colby needs to offer this course

as part of its curriculum,"Ryan said.
"The college, in preparing its students for life outside Colby, should
provide the basic tools for its female
students. Students should have the
skills and knowledge to walk the
streets of any city and be in positions
to avoid and defend themselves from
an assault."
Ryan expressed hope that the
course would be implemented by
second semester.
"I don't want any senior to miss
it," he said. "The RADS course will
not only make the student think
about the possibilities of stranger/
acquaintance rape on campus,it will
also prepare the Colby graduate for
lif e outside the campus."
Ryan's proposal has been approved by the College Affairs Committee and is due to come before the
Academic Affairs Committee,
President's Council and Colby lawyers.
"I have received overwhelming
support from members of the Dean
of Students office whom Ihave talked
to and from students who are informed," said Ryan. "I have conducted a random survey on campus
and found tremendous interest in
such a course."
Bryan Raffetto '95, president of
Student Activities (Stu-A), Dean of
Students Janice Kassman and
Rebecca Apollon '95, head of the Judicial Board, have been investigating funding for the course.Q
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Hey Colby !!!

Guess Who 's Coming To Visit on Dec. 3...

Toad the Wet Sproc ket

Get your tickets now in the Student Activities Office or at the Bookstore !

This WeeKend On;the Hill
The All Campus Cultural Scavenger Hunt
Brought to you by Stu-A Cultural

Mini Golf in the Student Center
SMASHING TURKEYS on th e R ow
Gunther's Crossing ~ acoustic- at Foss Dining Hall
4
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BY MARIANA UPMEYER AND E. M. DUGGAN
Staff Writer and Features Editor

International students
co mp are Colby life to ho me
BY DENNIS NATIONS II
Staff Writer

University of Southern Maine
Portland, ME

Internet files retrieved from the backlog at the University of Southern Maine aided in the arrest of a pedophile,according to the university's
campus newspaper, the Free Press.
A former USM student, Paul Skyes, was charged with sexually
assaulting threeboys in 1988. He recently broke the terms of his parole
which included the prohibition of any contact with minors. Skyes
"knowingly befriended two male high school students ... through the
UMaine System 'Net."
Skyes'probation officer retrieved the internetmessagesthat passed
between Skyes and the students, and thus built a case against him.
Skyes has been sentenced to two years in prison for parole violation.

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA

UMass senior Juan Jose Chacon Quiros splattered six gallons of
cow's blood on the Student Union steps and threw five cow hearts in
celebration of the Day of the Dead,according to The Massachusetts Dail y
Collegian. The celebration is a Latin American tradition in which those
who have died in Latin America are honored and remembered.
Quiros reportedly dressed up as a quetzal — a bird that is the
guardian angel of Tecun Uman, who fought Spanish conquistadors in
the 16th century.

Williams University
Williamstown, MA

Williams College will be spending in excess of $100 million on
capital improvements over the next ten years, according to The Williams Record. The plan was developed over the last four years and is a
50-year projection of the annual needs and costs to maintain and
improve the physical aspect of the campus.
Within the plan is a ten year "rolling forward" aspect which frees
up $100 million for renovations and additions in the immediate period
of the capital campaign. Renovations and general maintenance will
consume over 50 percent of the $100 million, and a large portion of the
rest will be used for additions, especially in the science department.

Texas Women's University
Denton, TX

At Texas Women's University, less than one-fourth of the majors
are open to men, according to The Smith Sophian.
Smith, an all-women's college, reported the case of a man at TWU
who is suing the school on the basis of discrimination. Steven Serling
said he felt if women need their own university "because they can't live
in a co-educational environment ... you should conduct a university
with your own money and not with public funds."
Serling originally enrolled in the school of nursing and then found
his field choices limited if he wished to transfer. Men at the university
make up 20 percent of the student body and are admitted in all
graduate programs and in the undergraduate majors of nursing and
allied health.
Title IX of the Higher Education Act Amendment of 1972 states that
public institutions which have a history of serving one sex are exempt
from sex discrimination laws.
Many of the Smith students quoted in the article said that while it
may be some form of discrimination, maintaining women's universities is important.

Every year,when Colby releases
the list of the geographical distribution of the incoming first-year class,
it takes pride in being able to list
countries as diverse as Bulgaria to
China.
Besides adjusting to a new culture,new language and new friendships, international students must
often adjust to a different educational system.
Dhumal Aturaliye '95 from Sri
Lanka, Nozomi Kishimoto '96 from
Japan and Jan Krucker, the German
Language Assistant, said other
countries' educational systems are
far different from the American system — from the structure to the attitudes of the students.
In Sri Lanka, for example, an
exam must be passed at the end of
every year of schooling in order to
pass to the next grade. Those who
fail must repeat the year, said
Aturaliye. German children take an
exam when they are 10 years old
which determines whether they will
be tracked for a university education or trade jobs. In Japan,if a child
can get into the private school system (some private kindergartens
start at age three) they are supposedly guaranteed to make it to a university.
In these countries, as in many
around the world, there are intense
pressures placed on students at the
end of high school to pass to the
university level.
Getting to the university level in
these foreign countries can be more
difficult than in the United States. A
much greater emphasis is placed on
the tests, comparable to the SATs,
but the tests are used for weeding
students out, as opposed to ranking
them.
German students must pass the
"Abatur," a comprehensive exam
covering the final two years of high
school, in order to go to a university. At that point, according to
Krucker, a central distribution organization takes all university applications, and assigns students to a
school. Students not pleased with
their placement have little recourse,
said Krucker. Although it is fairl y
easy to transfer, students must start
at the university where they are
placed.
A minimum score is required
on the Advance Level exam in Sri
]Lanka to be considered for entrance
to a university, and those who do
not achieve it go on to trade schools
— there is no second chance. Of
those who pass the Advance Level,

Echo p hoto by Gretchen Rice

Jan Krucker, the German language assistant , and Dhumal
Aturaliye '95.
accordmg to Aturaliye,only about to hazing which takes on so per10 percent from each district get sonal a nature that some students
accepted to a university."
have committed suicide because of
The attitudes of American col- it, said Aturaliye.
lege or university students is often
OnceJ apanese studentsreach the
different from those of students in university level, many are assured
other countries. According to of getting jobs at the end of four
Kishimoto,Japanese students at the years, according to Kishimoto, so
university level tend to have the they tend not to worry as much as
exact opposite attitude to their time Americans do about the job search.
in school from Americans.
In Germany,students can trans"People [in Japan] work ex- fer from university to university at
tremely hard to get into a univer- will, and eventually receive a desity, and then a lot of them just gree from the last one they attended.
party," she said, whereas students As a result, said Krucker, there is a
in America tend to have more fun in relaxed attitude toward studies.
high school and immerse themThe attitude in Sri Lanka is very
selves in their studies in college.
different. According to Aturaliye,
In Germany, the average length there is a great amount of prestige
of a university education is six or received by students who graduate
seven years, according to Krucker. with degrees in medicine or engiThe education is free , at least until neering, so there is a correspondthe seventh year when a token fee is ingly high amount of pressure to
charged, he said.
succeed in those fields. They are so
Krucker noted that one large dif- popular, in fact, that there are only
ference between America and Ger- two other areas of study offered at
many revolved around academic Sri Lankan universities: economics
honesty.
and arts.
"Here, you have your honor
The differences between the
code," he said, "but it's a sport to American educational system and
cheat in Germany. Here, when a those of other countries are hard to
professor leaves a room,no one tries appreciate without looking at the
to get answers from their neigh- societies in which they exist. Nonebors. In Germany, we don't think theless, it is easy to see that the
it's bad, we just take advantage of differences are large enough to make
the situation."
the adjustment for international stuFirst-year students in Sri Lanka dents difficult in a way that most
face difficulties that American stu- American students cannot underdents do not. Many of them must stand.
deal with classes taught in English,
Aturaliye , Kishimoto and
which might not be a language they Krucker acknowledge that they canknow. "Some students must do not be regarded as experts on the
homework with a textbook in one subject of educational systems
hand, and an English dictionary in within their countries, or on the difthe'Other," said'Aturaliye^ '
ferences in the American system.
They also undergo "ragging"
They made it clear,however,that
from upperclassmen. The ragging communicationand understanding
ranges from being made to stand on can make the adjustment easier to
a table and sing in the dining halls, handle.!.]
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her license suspended for transporting alcohol, regardless of whether
the student bought the alcohol or
whether the alcohol is opened. Even
if a 21-year old bought it and is in the
car, the alcohol is considered the
driver's. With the ban on deliveries
to campus, this law could counteract
an effort to utilize designated drivers
because students under the age of 21
could have his or her license suspended.
"The state of Maine is definitely
enforcing this law," said Lyman,
when asked about the problem this
presents designated drivers.
As far as searching the trunk goes,
Bearce and Lyman both said an officer can search the car in full if he or
she has reasonable cause to believe
that the student is in possession of
alcohol (if the officer sees a student
leaving Joka's with a case of beer or
Joka's calls the police with a suspicion that a student is underage). It is
then left to the officer's discretion as
to whether the student gets ticketed
for transportation or possession,said
Bearce. Transportation is a trafficviolation, and possession has a monetary fine.
Fines can be very expensive, especially for repeat offenders. For the
first possession offense,the law states

the person will be fined no less than
$100 and no more than $300. On the
second offense the minimum fine is
$200 and the maximum $500. On the
third offense , and any offense thereafter, there is a mandatory fine of
$500. All of these require court appearances as well and go on your
criminal record,although possession
is a civil offense. Transportation by a
minor will go on your driving record.
If someone is drinking in public,
no matter what their age, they will be
warned once.If they continue to hold
the beverage, they may receive a jail
term and a fine, as it is considered a
criminal offense.
Another deterrent against under-age drinking have been the road
blocks set up by the Waterville Police. Cars are stopped and police
briefly speak with the drivers, according to Bearce. If they are suspicious of the sobriety of the driver,
they will try and talk to them a
while longer and then administer
an alcohol test. If the person fails
the manual tests and is required to
take a breathalyzer, consumption
of one beer could get their license
suspended for a year. Under-21 year
olds who have an alcohol level of .02
are considered under the influence
and will lose their license. This is

stricter than in many other states,
where .05 is the legal DWI blood
alcohol content.
While these laws are made to be
enforcedby Waterville Police,Bearce
said he and the rest of the police do
not want to have to get involved on
campus unless it is necessary.
Lyman said he does not want to
start checking IDs at every dorm
party.
"The problem is when students
start spilling outside," said Lyman.
He referred to a recent party in Pierce
during which many people were ticketed for possession outside the dorm.
"We're not going to go up and
patrol your dormitories unless complaints require that we do ... I don't
believe that there is a substantial problem with Colby students drinking
and causing problems."
The only complaints that Bearce
said the department gets are generally from off-campus residents.
"These people [living off-campus]
have to remember they're in a residential area. They must respect privacy and remember there are small
children and people who have to
work."
Bearce suggested students police
themselves by keeping the noise
down and the alcohol out of sightO

Department Calvin Mackenzie also
addressed the audience. "Our simple
purpose in this capital campaign is to
stay out of the mainstream, to continue to be a proud exception to so
many of the trends that have overrun
Americanhigher education in the past
half century," said Mackenzie.
"Our taskis to produce those [students] who will lead, not merely follow; those who will create,not merely
watch," said Mackenzie.
According to Mackenzie,Colby is
in competition for new faculty with
the best and wealthiest institutionsin
the world and "if you want to play
with the big guys, you have to pay
like the big guys."
The campaign consists of three
components. The first includes $62
million in endowments, $30 million
in endowed scholarships and student
support,$24million in endowed professor and faculty support,$4 million
in library acquisitions and $4 million
in other endowed programs.
The second component covers $26
million which will go toward both
the science and the humanities departments and the art museum. According to Raffetto,$10 million of the
$26 million has alread y been pledged.
The third component includes $12

million in expendable operating support.
Following the first kick-off event
on Oct. 14 in Waterville, there was
$48.4 million already collected as a
result of the $42 million Nucleus
Fund and the $6.4 million Olin Grant.
With the completion of the second
and third event, there is over $53
million.
According to Raffetto, the dinners occurred in both New York and
Boston because they are the two biggest cities in the northeast and are
where the majority of Colby students
work after graduation.
Vice President of Development
and Alumni Relations Randy Helm
introduced Colby 's stra tegic p lan
which was begun in 1990 by 100 students, faculty and trustees.
The main goal of this plan was to
raise capital to meet our goals," said
Helm. "Then we consulted over 1400
people and began this capital campaign."
Helm also addressed the issue of
friendship. "Each dinner was titled
'An Evening Among Friends'," said
Helm, "Friendships are the one thing
that I always hear alumni talking
about."
"We are depending on friends to

make this campaign a success and to
make Colby the kind of school we
want it to be for the 21st century,"
said Helm. "Friendships are a powerful force in shaping Colby."
"We are just a small college in
Maine," said Mackenzie, "yet we
stand among the giants of American
higher education. [Since Colby does
not get any money from the government, this is a result of] the extraordinary collective effort of thousands of
friends and alumni of this college,
doing what they could together to
raise money to pay for Colb y 's
progress.
"Those of us who have had the
kind of education Colby offers —
where teachers knew our names, engaged us in their research, took an
interest in our work, raised our aspirations, took us seriously as people of
intelligence and humanity—we tend
to take our education for granted,"
said Mackenzie.
"But we've been blessed with one
of the rare good fortunes of this
world," said Mackenzie. "It is the
kind of education about which most
Americans can only dream. We must
commit ourselves to keeping that
dream alive in a world that too often
seems hostile to it. "Q
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HELPING HANDS
BY LINCOLN FARR

Did you know that members of the Waterville community are unable to put
food on their tables? Member sof the Colby Volunteer Center confront this reality
every week at the Sacred Heart Soup Kitchen located on the corner of Oilman and
Pleasant Streets.
The soup kitchen is based in the Sacred Heart church and is organized by
Grace LaBonte. It is a purely volunteer and donation oriented program , which has
been established to serve Watervill eresidents in need of assistance. Colby volunteers
help prepare and serve meals, distribute beverages , wash dishes, prepare the dining
hall and assist in other kitchen related activities.
"Basically we offer assistance in any way we can," said Sarah Kopczynski
'98, director CVCs activities at the soup kitchen.
The kitchen serves lunch Monday through Friday from 1. 1:30-12:30. The
Universal Unitarian Church runs another free meal service Tuesday through
Thursday from 2:00-5: 30. Both of these programs are in need of volunteers .
"It 's a great feeling to help people when you know you have something to
offer ," said Kopcznski.
Some of the outstanding Colby volunteers at the soup kitchen are Margaret
Quern '97, Jaleel Carter '98, Alane O'Connor '96, and Virginia Stettinius '97.
On November 17 there will be a fast to benefit the Interfaith Shelter in
Waterville. This week tables have been set up in the student center wher e students
can sign away their evening meal credit for that night A portion of the money saved
on cafeteria food will go to help feed families in the local area. This effort is
sponsored by the Newman Council and organize d by Father John Marquis.
Students who do not want to give up there evening meal are encouraged to
make direct donations. Marquis believes that $1,000 is a reasonable goal.
Some of the leading volunteers in this effort are Darcey Labrecque '95, Randy
Hall '97, Wilfredo Rodri guez '96, Mary Hofmann '97, and Pr ofessor Br adford
Mundy.
CVC is sponsoring a Thanksgiving food drive to benefit the Waterville area
soup kitchens. From November 14 to 18 there will be a table in the student center
collecting can food products. Cans will also be collected in the dorms and outside of
local supermarkets.
"Thi s is going to be a campus wide effort ,M said Kelley Winchester '97,
Assistant Director of the CVC, "We hope to make this the best food drive ever in an
_
effort to make Thanksgiving happier for everyone involved ."
* *_. _» . %
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MACARONI AU FROMAGE

!

(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 5I< PER SERVING)

2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
J
I.
1 cup sharp Cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
I
|1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)
J
I
j
1

I
I

I
j
I

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

j
j
j
I
j
j

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted , boiling water for 15
minutes or until al_ dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire .
Stir well. Smother macaroni . Serves 4.
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Investing m Portuguese
A Latin American Studies major will likely be proposed in the near
future. Students maybe able to elect this major as soon as the fall of 1995.
However, no plan to teach Portuguese is in place, despite the fact that
Portuguese is spoken by a significant number of Latin Americans.
Furthermore, more than 100 students were turned away from introductory and intermediate level Spanish courses this semester, due to a
decrease in faculty (a Spanish professor is on sabbatical) and unexpectedly high student interest
Hiring a new Spanish professor would remedy both of these problems. First,it would help to satisfy the high demand for introductory and
intermediate level Spanish. Second, it would enable Professor Priscilla
Doel, who is qualified to teach both Spanish and Portuguese, to teach
Portuguese.
When the department of romance languages and literature separated
into different departments, the Spanish staff voted unanimously to
identify itself as the department of Spanish and Portuguese. However,
the Educational Policy Committee rejected their opinion. They eliminated the teaching of "Portuguese as a Second Romance Language."
Portuguese was dropped from the cburse catalogue, without any plans
to incorporate it into the curriculum.
Colby's failure to offer Portuguese also contradicts its said commitment to diversity. Colby offers German and Japanese, which are languages spoken by fewer people than Portuguese. Even so,languages do
not have to be taught based on the number of people in the world that
speak them,but on the interest that Colby students have in taking them.
Clearly these are two serious problems with one common solution.
Presently, the Spanish department does not have the faculty resources to
satisfy student demand for Spanish, and Portuguese (a prevalent Latin
Americanlanguage) is not offered as a corollary to Spanish. Both of these
problems would be rectified by hiring a new Spanish professor.

Re-examining Jan Plans goals

"The January Program is a time to explore new languages or new
countries,learn skills,investigate careers, solve problems,propose solutions,and, ultimately, gain greater insight into yourself and your goals,
ambitions, and aspirations."
Someone leafing through the latest Colby Viewbook might think
Colby students save all their creative energy for the Jan Plan,where they
then let their imaginations run wild and explore something they have
always wanted to investigate.
The college designed Jan Plan, something that sets Colby apart from
other liberal arts institutions, as a time when students could take a break
from routine academic work and investigate an aspect of life that they
normally would not.
However, the goal of the month-long exploratory course has gotten
somewhat lost in the shuffle to get ahead in a major, complete a double
major, or ski or lounge through one of the coldest months of winter.
Whatever the reason for taking an academic class for a course requirement, more students should re-examine the goals of Jan Plan and what
a month designed like that could provide for them.
The opportunities are endless. Although getting one more class out of
the way might seem like the best thing to do, students should also think
carefully about the option of doing an internship in a field they would
like to explore, taking an unusual class outside of their major, or going
to a different part of the country or the world. The possibilities are
endless.
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Letters

Is deliverin g alcohol the an swer?
Traveling down the slippery slope of logic

I find myself in complete agreement with Dan Maccarone's essay,
"Bringing Back Deliveries Would
Ensure Student Safety."There is no
disputing his conclusion that, "In
order to protect Colby students from
their own selves, it would make
sense that the old policy [of alcohol
deliveries] be reinstated." In fact, I
find myself so moved by the logic of
his arguments that I propose we
extend them to their logical conclusions.
• Specifically, as a faculty resident
and former Colby student I have
become aware of many unhealthy
and harmful activities practiced by
large numbers of Colby students
and I propose the following options
to protect Colby studentsfrom themselves.
1. After eating in the dining halls
dail y for almost a year and a half I
have noticed that despite the much
improved quality of the food (since
I graduated), many Colby students
still load up on too much food of
little nutritional value. In order to
protect these students from their
poor eating habits, I propose that
every faculty member be assigned

to cover at least one shift per week,
in one dining hall. During their shift
it will be the faculty member'sjob to
monitor the food intake of Colby
students. Students that neglect to
eat a proper amount of vegetables
will be escorted to the salad bar by
the faculty member who will then
stand by while the student prepares
and eats a healthy salad.
2.1 have noticed that many students procrastinate with their
homework. This leads to lastminute completion of assignments
and usually a much poorer quality
of work than would have beenproduced with proper planning. To
protect Colby students from their
habits of procrastination, I propose
that all faculty associates be required to stop by each student's
dorm room on Sunday nights to
check and make sure that students
have done their homework for the
upcoming week.
3. I have noted that many students do not organize their time
well and consequently don't get
enough sleep because they stay up
late to finish work that should have
been completed earlier in the day

Medical evidence clearly proves that
long-term sleep depravation is
harmful to people's health. Thus, in
order to protect students from their
bad habit of going to bed too late
and not getting enough sleep, I propose that the Dean of Students Office form a committee to establish a
college-wide student bedtime—for
school nights only. (My suggestion
is 11:30 p.m.) In order to ensure that
bedtime is enforced, I propose that
the faculty residents be responsible
for conducting a bed check at the
mandated bedtime. Faculty residents would be required to conduct
these bed checks for each student
who lives in their commons. In the
cases where there are more than one
faculty resident per commons, they
can take turns.
These are just some of my suggestions. But, I truly believe that if
Colby students want the college to
protect them from themselves, then
the Colby Administration and faculty have a moral responsibility to
respond accordingly.

Alane O'Connor ['96] made the
statement in last week's Echo that
"Colby is different from other
schools because if you want more
beer, you don't have the luxury of
walking and are forced to drive." *
This sentiment seems to be
shared by Dan Maccarone, who
wrote "[people] have no choice but
to go into town, endangering their
own lives as well as the safety of
others."
I would like to point out a safe
alternative to them and others considering driving in search of more
beer after a few too many. Just one

mile from the Student Center at the
corner of First Rangeway and Western Avenueis a market that sellsbeer.
It seems to me that with a student
body as athletic as Colby 's, a twomile walk is a safe and not unreasonable alternativeto drivingdowntown.
Some may complain that it's just
too far, but this walk took me only
32 minutes round-tri p from my office in Keyes (I am also 7 months
pregnant), compared to 18 minutes
round-trip downtown by car. (By
the way, Professor Wayne Smith
walks by this store every day in the
winter when it's too cold to bicycle

into work.)
There should be no decisionmaking involved here. If you must
have more beer,get it! But don't risk
killing others by taking your vehicle. Last month a drunk driver in
Northern Maine wiped out a man
and his three small children on their
way to buy Halloween costumes.
Imagine surviving such an accident
and having to face their mother because you couldn't spare an extra 14
minutes away from the party.

In Marc Fairbrother s article
"Lighten up and don't be so PC"
(Oct. 27), he describes how carefree
and 'happy' America was in the
1950's because people were not critical and politically correct.
Then he wrote how political correctness icday is denying people
the ri ght to have fun. Perhaps it is
Marc's lack of education and limited vocabulary that are limiting his
fun. litis evident that he knows little
about society and the importance of
being conscious and respectful of
the people around him.
Marc writes of seeing "pictures
of smiling, happy people" in the
1950's. He says Americans were
"happy to have their T-Birds and
Chevys, happy to live in suburbs."
These images Marcenvies so much
are not an accurate representation
of the time and exclude many segments of society.
African-Americans were most
assuredly not happy in the 1950's

with Jim Crow and separate and
unequal treatment by law. When he
makes reference to Americans being "happy to live in the suburbs"
Marc is probably not considering
the Japanese Americans who, one
decade ea rlier in WWII,were forced
to live unhappily in concentration
camps despite pledging their loyalty to the United States.
And I am quite certain that
womeriin the!1956's werehbthappy
to receive lower pay for equal work.
Point being; not everyone was as
happy in the 1950's as Marc would
like to think. The pursuit of happiness is not just and fair when it
excludes certain groups and when
it is at the expense and exploitation
of these groups in society.
Being PC entails being conscious
about our society. The meaning behind inclusive and more accurate
language includes more people as
part of America and dispels inaccurate myths and assumptions. It also

encourages many individuals to assume roles in society that have been
previously unavailable to them.
People who are conscious of
society's inequalities realize the
need to work for political and economic change. Many people are not
content to just have fun , let things
be, and ignore suffering of others.
Lawaun Curry '97states in S.O.A.R's
Testimotiy, "MftPy PSPple died so
that I may have the freedom I have
today. Do you think that I am going
to just live satisfied with the role
that blacks play in 1994 and waste
my nation's time?"
For Marc to ignore the political
and social consequences of his
speech and actions in his quest to
enjoy privileged American life
leaves him uninformed of the reasons for change. He is in no position
to condemn others for trying to make
a difference.

Saranna Thornton '81
Asst. Professor of Economics

Walk ing to get alcohol is an option

Julie Millard
Asst. Professor of Chemistry

1950's Americ a wasn 't so happy

Abe Rogers '95

Green candidate committed to education
I was amazed that your news
brief summarizing the Maine gubernatorial candidates' position on
education (Nov . 3) failed to even
mention the fourth candidate ,
Jonathan Carter, who of all the candidates is perhaps the most com-

mitted to education.
As a teacher, a parent and an
environmentalist, Carter spoke
clearly and passionately during the
m a ny debates, expressing the conviction that many of us have—that
we have no say in how the govern-

ment is really structured , let alone
how it is managed, and that the
people's day-to-day needs get lost
in the shuffle.
Now the election is over. Carter
has won 7 percent of the vote, an
see LETTERS on p age 10

Op inions
Separating
appearances from
reality in Viewbook
BY HANNAH BEECH
Managing Editor

Nowhere is the difference between appearances and reality so
apparent as in the literature a college publishes to advertise itself.
In an effort to promote Colby,
the college has published a Viewbook
that presents an inaccurate picture
of campus life.
Call it creative license. Call it
painting a good picture. Say that
other schools do it, so we can too.
It's still false advertising, and
it's wrong.
Flipping through the booklet, I
saw a lot of things described that
were instrumental in me coming
and staying at Colby.Unfortunately,
I saw a lot that just isn't here.
Here are some of the interesting
descriptions from the Colby
Viewbook.
Academic
Programs
Prospective students
can peruse
"the following list [which] indicates the variety and diversity of courses
available at Colby." Among some
of the classes listed are: Southeast Asian Cultures and Societies and Nciture of Language.
Funny thing, but none of these
classes have been available since
I've been at Colby.
Other classes like the History of
Tibet and Aspects of Human Physiology are not offered this academic
year due to professors ' sabbaticals.
In a publication like the Viewbook,
which is republished every year,
why include classes that a student
cannot take?
Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur is quoted as saying a student will be "selecting from a curriculum of over 470 courses."I wish
I could have seen a list of classes that
listed over 470 courses when I was
si gning up for spring semester
classes.
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Current Organizations
The Viewbookslisting of "Current Organizations" makes you
scratch your head and wonder if
you're missing some announcementsin Mooseprints as well. When
was the last time you saw a sign
posted for a meetingfor the Biology
Club, Colby Military Affairs Club,
or the Fl ypaper? Somehow the
Viewbook'' list" does not seem very
"current" to me.
Residential Life
"Colby is a residential community — nearly 95 percent of the students choose [italics mine] to live on
campus" writes , the Viewbook.Tell
that to the seniors who ended up
living on campus, certainly not by
their choice.
Life at Colby
In chronicling Colby's social cal
endar, the Viewbook writes "Musi
cians on what Nieman calls 'the cut
ting edge of music'
have come to camrecent
pus in
months, including
Blues Traveler, the
Doctors,
Spin
Phish." The Spin
1., 1991 and
Dqctors came semester 1
Phish the semester before . The term
"recent months" is being stretched
just a tad.
Abroad and Away
And one small point of clarification. The Viewbookwrites, "In Asia,
Colby students enroll in universities in Japan, China, Nepal, Bali,
and India, among other countries."
Since when was Bali a country?
Not only is the writing in the
Viewbooksomewhat misleading,but
the photographs present a much
different, more multicultural picture of Colby than is accurate. I saw
more minority students while flipping through the Viewbook than I
did while walking across campus.
Colby has much to be proud
ab,out in its history, academic caliber and student body. It's too bad
that these achievements are intermixed with cases of false advertisement in the Colby Viewbook.Q

Oif-cainpus longing indicates
unhappiness in campus housing
BY FRED WEBSTER AND

BRENDAN CAVANAUGH
Staff Writers

During the course of this-semester, there have been several requests
by students to move off campus.
You might ask why this is so, and
the answer more often than not
would be that students have become increasingly disrespectful of
other students.
To use an example, you have an
exam on Thursday morning and you
decide to go to sleep at 11 p.m., but
you can't because the people next
door to you are having a party. You
want to ask them to be quiet, but
you decide to wait it out for a while.
Finally, you have had enough and
ask the people next door to be quiet.
They look at you as though you
are some loser from a different
planet. No one should be put in this
situation.
One might say that this is where
hallstaff steps in, but they cannot

tend to every isolated incident.
People need to realize that there are
other students on this campus besides themselves.
Another good example of being
inconsiderate is the dorm damage
that has been piling up in Robins. In
one of the bathrooms, someone
found it necessary to separate one
of the toilets from its mount and
then proceeded to rip the door off
the stall.
Now, since this student will not
come forwa rd and admithis wrongdoing, the whole dorm has to pay .
Alcohol can be a great thing
when it is used properly, but there
is a difference between being drunk
and being stupid. If you cannot figure out how to drink without feeling the need to break things, then
don't drink.
Some people should take the
Irish and Scottish view on drinking
which is to sit back and relax while
throwing back a few pints, have a
nice talk with some friends and enjoy the feeling of the alcohol rather

than drinking to get sick. There is no
point in drinking alcohol if you are
just going to boot it back up.
No wonder some people want to
live off-campus. Students do not
want to deal with wondering if they
can go to sleep when they want.
They do not want to pay for indiscriminate dorm damage of which
they had no part. They do not want
to walk through beer or vomit to
take a shower or to brush teeth.
Some would say, "Aw, just go
live in the chem-free dorm." Sorry,
but this is not a solution. Many students want to drink but do not want
to live in a pig sty. Some would say,
"live in the quiet dorm" but again,
should the right to listen to a stereo
a little loudly during the day be
infringed upon by being forced to
move for the sake of a good night's
sleep? Certainly not.
Now, if you did not apply to live
off-campus before the start of the
year, you are not allowed to do so at
all. Why?
see OFF CAMPUS on p age 11

What are you thankful for at Colby?
Mattias Nyquist '95
"The openness around the
school,because I live in a very congested area."

Tim Sullivan '97
"I'm thankful that people aren
afraid to fl y fish in the buff. "

Juliet Granado '98
"My best friend, because I want
to marry her brother."

Kathleen Wood '96
"My friends, because there are
a lot of them , and I know they're
always going to be there."

Robin Kervick '95
"I'm thankfu l for the fact that
I'm going to graduate in May, because I'm reall y burned out."
Echo photos by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Op inions & Letters
GOP leadership affects
students for the worse

LETTERS, continued f rom p age 8

impressive number for a campaign further articulate its mission to re- saying. We ve all heard way too
run entirely on the grassroots level turn governmentto thepeople, and much of this lately. But stay on the
and without any television or radio take care of what will matter to the alert for notices of the Green Party's
advertisements. This show of sup- "seventh generation," namely the steps toward becoming an imporWhen President Reagan put in port ensures that the Green Party environment,health,education and tant voice in state and national poliBY JASON REIFLER
similar legislation the number of can now move toward official sta- responsible development of the tics. Get involved!
Staff Writer
Linda Tatelbaum
millionaires doubled while the na- tus, meaning that people can run as state's resources.
Greens,
hold
political
primaries
,
and
Blah,
blah,
blah,
be
Associate
Professor
of English
you might
The political environment in tional debt tripled and the number
Washington has been dramatically of peop le living below the poverty
altered with the midterm elections, line doubled. Short term prosperity
and the shift from Democratic to was bought on credit which we now
I am concerned with the composition of both the famous for having his or her first novel published
Republican leadership could have a have to pay due to ballooned debt. Board of Trustees and the Overseers. As I explained which becomes a best seller and is now the popular
Thus, the Republicans are ca- in a letter to Director of Communications Sally Baker, guest on talk shows across the country. Pretty soon
negative effect on many Colby stupable
of reversing all the achieve- it would appear that "the little person" is not a Colby College will consider nominating the person to
dents.
The Republicans ran a campaign ments of the Clinton presidency.
member.
be on the Board of Trustees or to be an Overseer.
The positive economic climate
against the ineffective leadership of
Presidents and managing directors and other highBut what about the 30 years when this individual
Bill Clinton. Despite this rhetoric, and growing economy could be re- level individuals serve as Trustees or as Overseers. was neither financially rich nor famous? As an attorney
Bill Clinton has not been an ineffec- versed, especially if the Republi- They might be quite capable. Many may even make accustomed to hypothetical questions, I present this
tive president. In his first two years, cans have their way with increased large financial contributions to the college. The fault scenario because it does strike at a certain truth about
Clinton has managed to get more defense spending, which would does not lie with them.
the selection process at Colby College.
important legislation passed than balloon the debt just like it did in the
The problem is that people with not such high rank
I am not suggesting that Colby College is unique in
any other president in recent his- 80's.
or of not such great means are not selected or, if preferring the financially rich or famous or influential.
The Motor Voter Act allows us selected, are not selected in large numbers to serve as But our society is the poorer because of such a distorted
tory.
The following is just a partial to register to vote when we get a Trustees or Overseers.
value system.
driver's license, which allows us to
list:
I imagine a Colby graduate who has worked as a
I would like to know why there is such a preponderIn 1993, Clinton passed abudget stay involved in politics as we move salesperson at Sears, a very fine company, for thirty ance on the Board of Trustees and among the Overseers
that provides for $433billion in sav- to new states. This act is in danger as years making a most modest income suddenly becom- of people of financial wealth, fame, or influence.
ings over five years. He signed the Republicans have historically op- ing very wealthy because of an invention or an inherFamily Leave, Motor Voter, Na- posed the measure.
itance or the lottery. Or this person becomes very
Stephen Shoeman 64
The Family Leave Act allows for
tional Service and Brady Bills. The
North American Free Trade Agree- up to 12weeks of unpaid leave from
work for workers with new chilment (NAFTA) was passed.
In 1994, the Crime Bill was dren or family emergencies. As we
As a Colby student studying in an entirely different sense than Mr. pine trees.
passed as was a bill that allowed for begin to leave Colby and start fami- Cork, Ireland for the year I receive Smith implies. Smith refers to the
Idealistic? Not really. All of this
interstate banking. Bills for reform- lies, we will know that we can do so issues of The Colby
Echo, albeit a monetary value of the property (the and more exist on Great Pond.
ing lobby ing and campaign finance without the fear of losing our jobs. little behind schedule. I wish to com- money from the sale would
Many Colby students, family
go to
The National Service Act,which
reform were on their way to being
ment on an article in Sept.29's issue support the endowment).I think of and alumni have never visited the
passed when the Republicans killed gives us the opportunity to pay off entitled "Colby sells out."
the natural value of the property.
property. Yet, for those who have
them at the last minute over Gen- student loans in exchange for two
I
was
surprised
and
dismayed
to
Instead
of
imagining
dollars
and those who wish to in the future,
eral Agreement on Trade and Tar- years of service in our communities,
might be repealed by the Republi- read that Colby is planning on sell- earned by selling the property, I it seems worthy of holding on to. If
iffs (GATT).
ing 56 acres of property on Great imagine all that would be saved by money is needed for the endowAdditionally, five million new can Congress as it is seen as unnecPond in Rome, Maine. Dean of the holding on to it. 1imagine the sound ment, perhaps it can be found elsejobs have been created since Clinton essary government spending.
The Brady Bill and Crime Bill College Earl Smith claims "This is of a loon calling. I imagine the feel- where than on the shore of Great
took office and joblessness is at its
will begin to cut down on the vio- pretty precious stuff,"and "It'svalu- ing of lake water on the skin. I imag- Pond.
lowest level in recent history.
able property."
ine the sight of fall foliage ablaze.
The Republicans,however,have lence so endemic in society, allowI wholeheartedly agree, but in And I even imagine the smell of the
Matthew Russ '96
vowed to gut the "liberal" policies ing us to live and work without the
m
•
of Clinton and replace them with shroud of fear hanging over us.
Republican leadership might be
their "Contract with America,"
which seeks to cut entitlement pro- good for big business. It will, howIn "The Female Experience at nize activities that reaffirm female
Iorio states that "[The Women's
grams, increase defense spending ever, be bad for average citizens Colby " piece in the Oct. 27 Echo,
stereotypes.
We
are
not
denying
that Group needs] to look at the issues
and students like ourselves.Q
and cut taxes.
Women's Group president Laura historically, women were limited to that pertain to us."We would like to
Iorio ['95] was quoted as saying that these modes of expression, but we know exactly how quilting and
some meetings of the group will be see no reason why an organization beading pertain to the issues women
set aside for activities such as bead- that prides itself on confronting and at Colby confront in the 1990's.
ing and quilting, which are "tradi- redefining women's roles would
What's next, Home Economics?
tionally the art of women."
focus its creative energy on convenWhile a response may be con- tional activities of the oppressive
BY HEATHER W. BEUSSE
the Asian-American Coalition, strued as knitpicking, we cannot past rather than promote positive
Regina Lipovsky '95
Students
Organized
for
Black
Hillel,
Contribut
ing
Writer
help but wonder why the president creative and political action for
_
_____—__ _____
—»_-_—_—_—_
Sabrina Austin '95
— —
and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU), In- of the Women'sGroup would orga- women at Colby.
Erica Fertig '95
How can we encourage the com- ternational Club,Republicans,footfortable expression of experiences, ball players,and woodsmen,among
values and lifestyles in our Colby others, have admitted feeling uncommunity? The multicultural comfortable expressing their voices.
In his Offsides article in the Nov. 3 edition of the women s tennis team,which finished its best season by
Building the MHC will be a per- Echo, Pat McBride chastises Sports Ill ustrated for its finishing third at New England's. In addition, let's not
house/center (MHC) will encourage us to share our backgrounds fect way for the college to prove its unfair coverage of NESCAC sports by omitting most forget about Pat's exclusion of field hockey, crew,
and interests while providing a support for these different voices. references to Colby teams. He says he "could under- volleyball, and golf,which make up half of our varsity
stimulus for student-based commu- The MHC will provide needed re- stand it if Colby athletics were pitiful, but our teams fall sports teams.
nity activities and active participa- sources that will encourage both this fall season are having seasons to remember."
Before Pat begins to throw stones at other people's
educational and
tion in residence
Pat McBride is guilty of the same crime of selective glass houses perhaps he ought to check his facts. Pracsupport activities. inclusion that he charges Sports Ill ustrated with. While tice what you preach, Pat. The women's tennis team
halls. The MHC
the
MHC
BuMin
g
While every MHC Sports Ill ustrated conveniently omits reference to many doesn't need your seal of approval or Sports Illustrated' s
will improve the
will be a perfect way resident will be re- of
comfort level for
Colby 's successful athletic programs, Mr. McBride approval to know what a successful season we've had.
for the college to
sponsible to coordi- appears to have developed a case of amnesia when it
all students, and
Rachel Kleinman '96
it is a first step to
pr ove it s suppor t for nate a number of all- comes to mentioning the accomplishments of the
Colby women's tennis team
creating cam- these different voices. campus activities,
every student will
pus unity by enbe invited to particicouraging the
pate.
exchange of personal experience.
Say you spent the last semester in
Colby students are diverse and
Every weekend students , are you have already seen), or seeing a I think it would be a p leasant change
multicultural. We come from di- Ireland while your friends were in faced with the question of what to Stu-A (which you could just as eas- to look at what was playing at Colby
verse racial , financial , geographic Japan and Seattle ... Upon returning do. If their p lans do not include il y rent at any video store).
on a given night and see an alternaback grounds, and we have all to campus, the three of you could attending parties, the next best opThe purpose of Stu-A is to spon- tive film — something that would
struggled to find our niche here on p lan a demonstration of different tion is sometimes a movie. How- sor events for the students that we probabl y never play in town and
May flower Hill. For some this has micro-breweries in the MHC lounge. ever, with the closure of Railroad would normally not be able to hold that probably will never be seen on
been easier than for others.Although Students from Italian or Indian fami- Square the movie options in ourselves. While films like Jurassic a video store shelf in Waterville. I
many of us are able to blend in order lies could share their famil y secrets Waterville are extremel y limited. Park and The Client were big hits in think it would be great to have the
to protect ourselves from criticism, in the MHC kitchen. Music majors The choice comes down to seeing a the theaters, the simple fact is that chance to see the year 's best foreign
movie in town (which in most cases they are a vailableat any videostore. see LETTERS on pag e 11
members of such diverse groups as see MHC on pa ge 11

Trustee memb ershi p eliti st

Lakefront propert y is invaluable

Women 's Grou p shoul d adjust vision

Colby needs a house
united , not divided
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Callin g the kettle bla ck in Offsides

Stu-A movies need diversit y
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LETTERS, continued from p age 10—————
film or The Festival of Animation.
Let's face it, Ra ilroad Square is
not going to be around. I think Stu-

A needs to face the question of what
can be done to f ill the void left by
Ra ilroad Square's unexpected clo-

":

sure,

MHC, continued frompage 10
could discuss their understanding of
different American cultures through

cessful because they ar e resour ces
that w e value and respect, and they

music in the MHC conference room. have well-organized staffs that run
The MHC proposal includes a them. These staffs use the resources
provision for club and student gov- to organize activities in which we
ernment offices. Similar to the new all part icipate. It is unlikely that the
science building proposal, the dif- college will hire employees to run
ferent groups will mutually benef it the MHC. Instead, active students
b y being exposed to the other will bring life to the center.
Our Colby community h asbeen
watch the election returns as they to and thank ind ividu al support ers, group 's challenges and insights on
came in. Cheers came from the including members of the Colby how to deal with comfort and aware- rapidly chang ing — for the better.
ness issues on campus. The MHC We have become a more diverse,
cr owd as Sn owe was project ed as Republicans.
Aft er the smaller p a rty in Au- will help us plan, coordinate, and active and informed student body.
the winner of the race over Democratic Representative Tom Andrews. burn, Snowe lef t f or the main gath- participate in alternative activities We should honor and celebrate
the differences among us. It is danAt approximately 9 p.m., Snow ering in Portland,to which the Colby with conf idence.
arrived to address those present. Republicans were also invited.
Beyond providing another hous- gerous for any Colby member to
There were three Maine televi- ing alternative for people like my- be afraid to speak out for or against
sions stations there as Olympia came self who have lived on both sides of the MHC; every voice is imporout for her speech. At this point her campus, in the quiet dorm and fi- tant. It is impera tive that we conmargin of victory was projected at nally decided to move off-campus, tinue to confront this issue and
over 20 points over Andrews. A jazz the housing component is vital to contribute suggestions for imband played in the background, the MHC proposal. A successful provement. By openl y discussing
while peop le chanted "Senator multicultural proj ect .needs moti- this , issue,.,jye,. will better understand each other 's concerns. We
Snowe" as Snowe made her way to vated participants.
Consider the most utilized cam- may not agree any more than we
the podium. Once again, she
p ledged her support to the people pus institutions — the library, the do now, but we may just like each
of Maine and thanked all for their Spa, the field house. They are suc- other a little more.Q
suppor t .
, continued from pa ge 9
Overall it was an enjoyable OFF CAMPUS
evening and the Colby Republicans
The college chalks it up to a pus housing requests indicative
would like to thank all who made it monetary issue since Colby benefits of some discontent with dorm
She pledged her dedication to the possible.We would also like to con- fr om the room andbo ar d p ayments. life?
If someonewants to live off-campeople of Maine and renewed her gratula te all the newly elected Re- But Colby would not be hurt much
promise to maintain an indepen- publicans across the nation.
if it is j ust a few additional students pus that badl y, then shouldn't she
dent voice in her new role as a United
be allowed to do so? In extreme
who want to get away.
States senator. She thanked several
Students should no t be for ced cases such as these, the administraMichael S. Goode '96 to follow the example of one stu- tion should at least consider a solukey peop le instrumental in the sucChristopher McMath '96 dent , wh o ended up p a y ing full tion to the dorm problem r ather
cess of her campaign. After she conPresident and Vice President, room and board while living off- than denying the off-campus opcluded her remarks to the cr owd,
she was on hand to person ally t alk
Colby Republicans campus. Isn't the rise in off-cam- tion entirely.-]
Andrew Webbef*/ 97

Colby Republic ans alive and well
Like many of the U.S. Senate
races,the fi ght for George Mitchell's
seat in the Senate was won by a
Republican. Olympia Snowe triumphed over Democratic Representa tive Thomas Andrews by more
than 20 points. Snowe was previously a member of the U.S. House of
Representatives from 1968 to 1994.
On Nov. 8,Snowe held two election
night gather ings for supporter s of
her campaign, one at her headquarters in Auburn and a larger party at
the Ramada Inn in Portland.
These gatherings were attended
by membersof theresurrected Colby
Republicans. The members who attended were Derek Cribby, Mike
Goode, Doug Hamje and Chris
McMath, all class of '96. Several
members of the club pr omot ed
Snowe's candidacy at Colby.
The f irst party in Auburn t ook
lace
at No Tomatoes Restaur ant,
p
which was next door to the Snowe
headquarters. Many key people who
h ad been involved in the success of
the campaign were in attendance,
includ ing the governor elect of
Maine, Joe Brennan. Several televisions were set up so people could

The Colby
Republicans
have been
"resurrected."

both will giveyouthepoweryouneedto
sun/iye this semester.
On ly $33.00 a month.*
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With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan , you can take advan tage of
already great studen t pricing on a M ac"1-for about $33 per month*with no payments for 90 days!
Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh" p ersonal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no hassle and no complicated forms. Lets face it, the holidays aren't exactly
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conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy tlie computer
you want and not worry about payments until long after the decorations are down. The
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution a f YtA \_1»
that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best: -TTpplc^Bt
__

For all of your computer needs visit the "Macintosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
'DeferredAppleComputerloan offer expiresI'ebruary 17, 1995,Nopaymentof interestorprindimlwillbe requiredfor 90 days. (Some resellersmay requirea depositto bold merchandisewhileloan to beingapproved.)Interest accruingduringthis 90-dayperio dMil beaddedto
principal,and thef irincipal amount, as so increased, will thereafter bear interest whichwill be includedin the repayment schedule,'Monthly payment is an estimate based on apurcliasepricooft1,93152, which includes85% sales tax,for too Macintoshhrforma 636COsystem
shownabove.Indudingloanfees,tbe tola! loan amount is $2,044,00, whichresults in a monthlypaymetUobligationof $3350.The monthly paymentabove teas calculatedusing an estimateof sales tax in San Fmncisco,If the applicablesalestax is 8.75%(Chicago)or 7.0%
(Philadelphia), tbe monthlypayment wouldbe $3358or $33,04, respectively.Computer systemprices, loan amounts and sales taxes may my.See your authorizedApple Campus Reselleror representativefor current systemprices, loan and lax amounts, Loansare for a
minimumof $1,000 to a maximumof $10,000. \bu maytakeout more than ono loan, but tbe totalof all loanscannot exceed$10,000 annually.A 55% loan originationfeewillbeaddedtoIbe requestedloan amount. The interestrateis variable, basedon tbecommenialpaper
rateplus535%. For the month of November,1994, the interestrate was 10.85% and Ibe Annual Percenta geRatewas 12.44% 8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty. Tliemonthlypayment and the annual Imcentagerate sbotimassumes Ibe 90-day defemettlofprincipal
and interestdescribedaboveand no other defermentofprincipalor interest,Studentsmay deferprincip alpaymentsup to 4years, or until graduation.Deferment will cliangeyourmonthlypayments,the Affile ComputerLoanis subjectto creditapproval.AppleComputerLoan
and90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offersamilableonly to qualifying students,facultyand staff Offers awilable onlyfrom Apple.or an authorizedAj>ple CampusReseller or representatlw. ©1994App leComputer, Inc. All rightsreserved.Apple, Ibe Applelogo, Macintosh, Petforma
and "Tbepoimto beyour best"are registeredtrademarksofAppleComputer,Inc. Mac is a trademark of AppleComputer, Inc.
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Arts and Entertainment

Siblin gs reinvent folk scene
BY REBECCA HOOGS
Staff Writer

If you have been feeling the need
for a little bluegrass harmony in
your life , you are in luck. On Nov.
20 at 7:30 p .m. in the Page Commons Room, Tim O'Brien '76 and
Mollie O'Brien will satisf y your every bluegrass need.
This sister and brother duo has
been p laying together since their
childhood , for over 30 years. They
released an album in August, Away
Out on the Mountain , on Sugar Hill
Records.
"Like lots of siblings we used to
sing together in church ," they say

on the album. "This was during the
bi g 'Folk Scare ' of the 1960's, and
since Bob Dy lan or Peter, Paul and
Mary didn 't get to Wheeling, West
Virginia very often (if ever), we had
to find out own little niche to nurture our curiosity and hel p it grow. "
They found their "own little
niche," and in doing so often honor
the folk artists that came before them
and current ones. Their albums feature songs b y Bob Dy lan , Greg
Brown , A.P. Carter of The Carter
Famil y and songs performed b y
Leadbell y. They also p lay a number
of traditional tunes arranged b y Tim
O'Brien.
Their new album consists of a
"few 'tall tales, ' someold chestnuts.

a p lot of mistaken identity, one Piedmont ballad turned Arabian chant
and a guilt-free gospel number.
What ties it all together are great
musicians, great songwriters, and
our own philosophy of life, 'it ain't
what you do, it 's the way that you
do it. '"
The way that they do it is with
heart , with laug hter, and a lot of
soul. Their st y le of music ranges
from bluegrass to folk to blues to
gospel, and back to bluegrass again.
To hear some innovative music
from Tim and Mollie O'Brien head
on out to the Page Commons Room
this Sunday ni ght, and prepare to
be entertained. Admission is $5 at
the door.Q

The imagery in Pu lp Fi ction is
inseparable from the music that accompanies it — the two go hand in
hand. If you happened to like the
movie you will probabl y like the
soundtrack as well.
Aside from the music, the album
includes bits of dialogue from the
film. Unlike those on the Natura l
Born Ki ll ers soundtrack, these bits
are separated from the music and
stand on their own. The most hu-

morous of these is "Royale with
Cheese," which is a conversation
about, among other things, the problems that European McDonald's encounter when they try to resolve the
Quarter Pounder With Cheese with
their metric system.
Of a completel y different tone is
"Ezekiel 25:17," which echoes the
fire and brimstone sermons of black,
Southern Baptist preachers and
manages to build up our apprehension as the crescendo explodes in a
barrage of gunfire.
Indicative of Tarantino 's affinity for 60'ssurf guitar is his selection
of "Bustin Surfboards " by the Tor
see PULP FICTION on p age 13

Echo photo by Michael Corr

Tarantino unites .powers of History and the sea
violence and sound .
keys to Anna Chr is ti e
BY STEVE SANCHEZ
Staff Writer

Everyone must know by now
that Pul p Fi c tio n is the greatest
American movie made in the past
ten y ears , and that Quentin
Tarantino is the most talented filmmaker in Hollywood today. And
crucial to the movie 's success is
Tarantino 's selections of music to
accompany the fil m.
Tarantino, who is a professed
fan of 70's pop and 60's surf guita r,
conscientiousl y uses those sounds
as the musical backdrop to his often
ultraviolent scenes.

J a son Spoo ner '95 protects Katie Thompson '95 in a recent
re hear sa l of Anna Christie.

BY ERIKA TROSETH
A & E Edit or

i

The sea is an inescapable influence in the upcoming production
of Anna Chris tie.The Pulitzer Prizewinning p l a y, written by Eugene
O'Neill , focuses on famil y conflicts
and the experiences of immigrants
in the United States.
Anna is p layed b y Katie Thompson '95 who describes her
character as "changed and
cleansed by the sea. " In addition
to Anna the centra l characters are
M a r t h y , p layed b y Danielle
Radford '95 and Chris, played by

Jason Spooner '95.
Thompson expects the audience to react with "sympath y for
Anna " as well as "some hatred
toward the men " who influence
her life. She said this production
has allowed her to "deal with an
intensity of emotions on stage "that
she has not experienced before.
Associate Professor of Performing Arts Richard Sewell directs the
production , which will be entered
b y Colb y in the American College
Theater Festival. Performances are
scheduled November 17 - 19 at 8
p.m. in Strider Theater. Tickets are
$3 for general admission and $2 for
students and senior citizens.Q
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Women's hockey goes to Minnesota

X-C, continued from page 16

Ed w photo by J ennifer Atioood

Barb Gordon '97 drills a slapshot during practice. The women 's hock ey tea m
nich ed its season off last weekend at the All-American Tournament in
Minne apolis. The team reached the f inals before losing to Harvard.

MEN'S B-BALL , continued f rom p age 15
highest goal; it obviously would be
nice to make the tournament," said
Whitmore.
There are three new reasons wh y
this year 's team has high hopes for
the NCAAs. Colby has added two
tra nsf ers ,David Bruinooge '97, from
Lafayette College, and Mark
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Mclnnis '97 from Babson College, sy lvania. The tournament is a good
as well as first year Paul Conway. chance for the team to work out
All three "should contribute along some kinks and play before the seathe way " according to Whitmore.
son gets underway, according to
The team's first test will come TK. With a solid group of returnees
Friday against Elizabethtown Col- and several new p layers ready to
lege when the Mules compete at the contribute, the team is hungry for a
Gettysburg Tournament in Penn- playoff berth.Q

CLASSIFIEDS

ing to Head Coach Deb Aitken.
"We 'd reall y keyed in on
Bowdoin," said Aitken. "We were
reall y disappointed that Williams
won it. I wasn 't look ing for it, and
no one else on the team expected it. "
Williams, as a team, ran an unbelievable race, according to Aitken.
With the victory it solidified a spot
at nationals with a winning score of
65. Colby was second with 78 and
Bowdoin was third with 102.
Wellesly College followed with 155
and the top five was rounded out by
Wesleyan University, with 205. Although the team was surprised to
see Williams on top, Colby 's results
were excellent,according to Aitken.
"We ran better than I thought
we would," said Aitken .
Liz Pagan 97, Colby 's number
two runner, finished 17th with a
time of 18:31 and Robyn Art '97
came in just behind her in 19th p lace
with a time of 18:35. Aitken had
expected only two runners to finish
in the top twenty, so three was a
p leasant surprise for her. Lenia
Ascenso '95 finished 21st in 18:43
and Beth Timm '95 was 23rd with a
time of 18:49.
The top five runners were separa ted by a minute and two seconds,
and there was only an 18 second
difference between the second and
fifth runners. While the two through
five runners have been close all year,
this was the ti ghtest the pack has
been yet.
Jay Hartshorn '95 finished 41st
at 19:10 and Chris Kenned y '98 was
58th with a time of 19:35. All of
Colby 's runners placed in the top

quarter of the field.
The team is now gearing up for a
trip to Nationals at Lehigh University, and even with the loss to Williams, Aitken said, "We want them
to run well, because it can earn a
fourth spot for our regionnext year."
The team has been gunning for
nationals since the NESCAC Championship title they earned two weeks
ago.
"We're going to nationals to
prove something. This weekend
everyone realized they could run a
little faster. The team won't be satisfied just to be there," said Aitken.
Aitken said she expects a top
eight finish for the team, and possibl y a top six. "I know they won 't be
satisfied with anything less than top
eight," she said. Aitken said she
would like to see the top five runners finish in the top 70 positions.
With 184 runners in the field , this
would put Colby in the upper half
of the field.
As the season winds down, it is
hard to overlook the tracks that have
been left by sophomore phenomenon Patterson.
"Kara has j ust had a grea t season," said Aitken. " She's going into
nationals knowing she's one of the
top runners; she's mentally tough
enough to be one of the top runners
there."
Patterson could be an All-American with a top 25 finish, and "knowing her, she'd p robabl y like to be in
the top 15," said Aitken. The team is
geared up for nationals and expecting some fleet feet on the course this
weekend at Lehigh University.Q
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nadoes, "Bullwinkle Part II" by the track on the soundtrack. That hon***SPRING BREAK 95*** America's #1 Spring Break Company! Cancun , Panama,
| Centurians
and "Surf Rider " by the orable distinction belongs to "Girl ,
Bahamas <& Daytona! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and Travel Free! ] Lively Ones, all in classic surf form.
You'll be a Woman Soon " b y Urge
Earn highest corrtmissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL.
After hearing these three tracks, I Overkill. It is a cover of a song ori g icouldn ' t hel p but wonder if nally written and performed by Neil
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/monlh working on cruise ships or
Tarantino is a fan of Joey Santiago Diamond, who is perhaps the most
land-tour companies. World travel Seasonal & full-time employment available.
and the Pixies.
overlooked artistof the Late LoungeNo experience necessary. For more ^fo rmation call 1-206-634-0468 ext . C50691,
Surf guitar aside, the Pulp Fictio n Rock Era , even more so than Barry
soundtrack
offers a diverse palette Manilow.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '94 r Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details of s u mptuou s easy listening. "LoneAnd like Diamond , Urge OverRUSH $1.00 with SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 51 Greentree Dr., Suite 307, Dover, 19901.
j some Town," by Rick y Nelson, is kill is often left in the shadows of
the primordial "I'm so sad" soft others. In their case, the shadows
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000rock/elevator song and is nonethe- happen to belong to their fellow
$60004- per month. Room and board! Transportation! Mate or Fem ale, No
less very effective in its cathartic Chicago acts, the Smashing Pumpexperience necessary, Call (206) 545-4155 ext. A50691.
effect. One of my fa vorite tracks is kins and Liz Phair. Rock cri tics have
Al Green 's "Let's St a y Together," a always g iven Urge Overkill their
Why Pay More - Buy T-shirtsdirect from ffcreert Print: Cpraparry and eliminate the
thoroughl y endearing, cheesy love proper due, but the record consummiddleman. We've done T-shirts, hats, sweatshirts, and jackets for Colby athletic
song elevated to the hi ghest level as ers never have.
teams. Call Phil at Atlantic Screen Print: 873-7895.
far as love songs go thanks to Green 's
The band could care less, I'm
TVavel Free to Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica, <fe South Padre Island. Spring Break with
solid vocals and the song 's catch y sure, and so could Tarantino who
melody.
happens to be a big fan of theirs,
Sun Bound Vacations. Organize a small group of 15 as a college rep.
"
Comanche,
by
the
Revels
is
a
along with Chrissie Hynde of the
Call 1-800-4-SUN BOUND for details,
strong ska-like tune powered b y Preten ders.
Travel Free to Cancuti, Nassau , J amaica, &'South Padre Island. Spring Break with
blaring brass. And of course, one
Tarantino must have heard that
Sun Bound Vacations. Organize a small group of 15 as a college rep,
cannot forget theclassic tracks, "You 70' s retro rock sound that underlies
N eve r Can T ell ," and "Son of a all of Urge Overkill' s work. It perCain-800-4-SUN BOUND for details.
Preacher Man ," by th e ro ck legend s fectl y comp liments the deep, soulWanted!!! Individuals and Student Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK *95,
Chu ck Berry an d D u sty Spr ing field , ful voice of Nash Kato. Urge OverEarn -su bstantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. Call INTBR-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
respect i vel y. Both tracks are popu- kill does not disappoint and offers
lar and played on oldies stations, up the song that defines the sound
1-800-327-6013.
and to keep the cliche going, they and the tone for not onl y the whole
Iravel Free I SPRING BREAK '951 Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica, Cancun,
are oldies but goodies.
s o u n d t r a c k b u t for the whole
Bahamas , Florida, South Padre, Barbados. Book early and save $$$! Organize small
Finall y, we come to my favorite movie.U
group and travel free! Call for free info packet. Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
IVayel Free! SPRING BREAK H) Bl Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica, Cancun ,
Bah amas, Florida, South Padre, Barbados, Book early and save $$$! Organize small
groups and travel free! Call for free info packet. Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Spring Break-Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More! Organize small group-earn FREE trip plus commissions!
EVERY THURSDAY 9-midnight $1.00 drinks
Call 1-800-822-0321.
House for rent 3 bdrm - 2bath , 9 minutes to Colby, Private 2 acres, modern, spacious
Closed Mondays, but book a private
~-Jll
^
with
snow
removal.
Rent
to
June
1st
$650
per
month.
Call
1-800-628-6252.
[
function for Mondays. Minimum of
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NEW 1995 LUXURY., OR SPORT VEHICLE $800.00 down $75.00 per month. No
30 people call 872-TACO
Credit , Leases or loans required. Info: Send $15.00 +$3.95 S&H to Busby Marketing 3
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Devastator of the Week

Strong core returns for squash
BY LARRY BENESH
Staff Writer

Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Colby 's squash teams look to
turn around disappointing 1993-94
seasons by taking advantage of new
talent and new facilities in the
Harold Alfond Athletic Center.
The last few years have been
difficult ones for the squash teams
because their courts were destroyed
in the Athletic Center's fire. The
team had few opportunities to practice and it was a challenge to get
players to come to Colby when there
were no facilities for the team.
"Welosta lot of momentumwith
the fire,"said Head CoachJohn Illig.
"But we are in a great situation now."
The men's team is in a good position to have a solid season. They
have graduated only one player,
and they have also added three firstyear students among its top seven
players. Dave Dodwell '98 is the top
first-year player, according to Illig.
"Dave's from Bermuda and he
competed this summer in New
Zealand as the captain of the Bermuda Junior National team," said
Illig. "He got to compete against

Brett Nardin i '96 was big trouble for the Bowdoin team.
The tight end caught six passes for 114 yards and scored
two touchdowns for the Mules en route to its 34-13 victory
for the CBB championship. When he was not catchin g
passes, Nardini was helping block for an offensive line
that did not allow a single sack durin g the contest.

FOOTBALL, continued f rom p age 16
Adam Cote '95, on a great effort,
dove to break up the play and put
an end to the Polar Bears' threat.
On the next drive, Mannering
hit wide receiver Chris Fossella '95
streakingdown the left sideline with
a 54 yard bomb. The Mules went up
19-7 with the touchdown.
Colby wasn't done yet. Lawaun
Curry '97caught a 36 yard pass over
the middle to set up a one-yard
touchdown run by Ty ler Rainey '95.
Colb y took a page out of the
Bowdoinplay book for the next play.
They faked the extra point, and
Rainey, the holder, threw to defensive tackle Jim Zadrozny '95, who
was playing tight end, for the two
point conversion.
Nardini caught a 26 yard touchdown pass from Mannering in the
fourth quarter to close out the scoring for Colby. Bowdoin managed to
get another touchdown before the
game ended, but Colby fans were
already celebrating the win by that
point.
"It was a fitting end to a wonderful season and a fitting end for our
seniors to capture full ownership of
the CBB,"said Austin. "It was a nice
way to close their careers."
It took the offense a while to get
going, but they still ended up with
impressive numbers. Colby ended
up with 504 yards in total offense,
and Manneringcompleted 17passes
for 332 yards and three touchdowns.
Nardini had six receptions for 114

yards and Fossella was close behind, catching four passes for 111
yards. Brad Smith '96 was the leading rusher for Colby, gaining 81
yards on 20 carries. Mannering was
not sacked once during the contest.
"It's a great credit to our offensive line," said Austin.
Colby 'sdefense dominated from
the beginning. Martinez, who was
flushed out of the pocket on almost
every play, was sacked nine times
on the afternoon. He still managed
to get off several passes on the run
and ended up with 241 yards passing. The streaker who took the field
between the third and fourth gained
more yards than the Polar Bears, as
they had -41 yards rushing on the
afternoon.
Colby new look defense was very
successful, and Austin is looking
forward to its development in the
future. The Mules were third in
NESCAC in yards allowed, behind
Williams and Trinity.
The win against Bowdoin was
the seventh straight win for Colby
this year. Its only loss on the year
came in the season opener against
Trinity when the Bantams kicked a
field goal on the last play of the
game to win 17-15.
"Our confidence and 'performance seemed to improve from
game to game," said Austin.
Best record since 1972. CBB
Champions. Like Austin said, a fitting end to a wonderful season.Q
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some of the best players in the world
and learn from them."
Two new upper-class students,
Brian Rayback '95 and Simon
Dalgleish '96 are also new additions
to the team.
"They haven't played for us before, but they played in high school
and are good players," said Illig.
This is the first time in the last
three years that the team has been
able to have a pre-season, because
in years past they lacked courts.
Alread y, this additional practice
appears to have helped. The men's
team had a scrimmage match against
Army last weekend. They won 9-0,
an improvement over last year's
match which ended in a 7-2 Colby
loss.
"This year is the start of some-

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Atwood
Simon Dalgleish '96 (left) and Kerry Propper '97 at practice.
thing. We want to turn things individual level. He said he was
around, and we're looking for an pleased with their results.
"It shows we are very strong on
incredible season," said Illig. "We
are going to Montreal over January the top of the ladder. When we gain
break and that should be a big high- Ellen Derrick ['96] back at second
light. We'll get to play against some semester it will help us gain depth,"
said Illig.
excellent clubs."
Derrick, a co-captain, is gone f or
The men'steam looks for a strong
start this weekend at the Williams the first semester but will be returnInvitational. There will be 16 teams
competing and it should be a strong
field. Illig said the team will be ready.
"We've been running threemiles
a day and I feel we are in good
shape. This is our first chance to test
ourselves and see what we can do,"
said Illig.
The women's team also looks to
become stronger this year, as it has
added a strong first-year player,and
some of its upper-class players have
gained experience by competing in
ing to compete for the Mules after
the off-season.
"Sonia Totten ['98] is playing winter break.
"We're looking forward to getnumber two for us right now," said
Illig. "She's from Tokyo, and she's ting her back," said Illig.
The women's team lost only one
an experienced player."
to graduation and is hoping
in
a
player
Kate LaVigne '95 played
tournament at Dartmouth during to improve this year. Molly had a
the pre-season and had a strong strong season last year and Illig
hopes she will continue to play well.
p erformance, according to Illig.
"Her record was 16-4 last year.
"Kate beat a strong player from
She
has been working away and
Dartmouth. She eventually lost to
the number one player from Yale, should play within our top four this
but she took her to extra games. It year," said Illig.
The women'steam does not meet
shows she is up there competing
its first opponent until its first match
with the best of them," said Illig.
LaVigne,Totten and Sarah Molly on Nov. 29, when they will host a
'97 all p layed in last weekend's strong Bowdoin team.
"We won't know till the end of
Maine Open. Illig said that the tournament is a chance for some of the month where we stand," said
Colby's players to compete on the Illig.a

BASKETBALL
, continued f rom p age 16—

with our line-up,depending on what
that area/' said Staples.
As of last Saturday, there were we need/' said Staples. ,„ .
With a new coach, the players
nine players looking at five starting
positions for Colby. Staples will are still getting used to the different
carry 15 players on her team, and drills and practices that comewith a
new leader.
depth will be an asset.
"It's a whole new learning pro"We'll have a lot of flexibility
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cess," said Staples. "The captains
(Kathy Christy '95 and Sandra
Jewers '95) have been very supportive and the leadership has been
wonderful."
The squad will kick off itsseason
when they visit Trinity tomorrow.Q
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Men's hockey
looks to improve
on past successes

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

Echo p hoto by Jennifer Merrick

The Colby men's ice hockey team prepares to kick off their
season against Norwich Academy.
playoffs?
BY GALEN CARR
"I think that some teams might
Staff Writer
underestimate us,"said Wales. "On
paper our team should be much
Coming off its best season in 16 improved from last year."
years, the men's hockey team plans
However, with the exception of
to best their '93-'94 record of 14-9-1 the few teams that are unfamiliar
this year and avenge their first- with Colby 's potential, Wales and
round exit from the ECAC playoffs co-captain Brian Pompeo '95 agree
last spring at the hands of the Uni- that the Mules will not be so fortunate as to be underestimated with
versity of Connecticut.
With a talented influx of first- regularity.
"It's going to be a lot harder than
years suiting up for the Mules last
year, Colby will have a powerful last year," said Pompeo. "We surcore of returning players to comple- prised alot of people lastyear. Other
ment yet another crop of potent first- teams are going to be more pre'
pared to face us."
years.
"I'll tell you
Our top six
the key to our
point scorers are
success
this
returning," said
said
year,"
assistant captain
Wales, "we have
Stu Wales '96.
"Our only real loss
p lenty of talent
but the only way
from last year's
we're going to
team was (Alex)
win is if we outMoody."
work every team
Returning to
that we play."
play offense for
"We'll focus
Colby will be Dan
on
what it takes
'97,
Nick
Lavergne
to win ," said
Lamia '97and Jody
)
,
(T
Pompeo. "OverEidtn '97i. erry
all we are a much
Flvnn '98 will also
look to contribute up front for the more mature team than last year."
The Mules have also added a
Mules.
With the goal keeping position brand new assistant coach to their
vacant due to the loss of Mood y, staff, jim Tortorella arrives in
Colby will see three players com- Watervillefrom theconfinesof UNH
pete for the starting job . Andy for his first season as a Mule. He will
Kruppa '97, Mike Payne '97 and be replacing former assistant coach
Casey McCullough '96 are all in the David Berard, now on the coaching
running and only time will tell who staff at Providence College.
Paired with third-year Head
will be minding the net on opening
Coach Scott Borek, the Mules have
night.
Competition within the squad the utmost confidence in Tortorella
itself also exists on the defensive and according to Pompeo, "feel like
front , as three first-year pucksters, he's been here a long time."
"I think we have the best coachDennisCollum,KevinSoja and Buff
Shuttleworth ,willbattle for ice time. ing staff in the league by far," said
Bill Driscoll '95, Bob Doak '97 and Wales.
On Friday the Mules will venWales will return to anchor the deture into the Green Mountains to
fense.
As of the latest preseason poll of face Norwich Academy in their first
ECAC Division HI teams, the Mules contest of the '94-'95 campaign.
arecurrentl y ranked tenth. How will Colby will then face Middlebury
that ranking affect a team whose College on Saturday before they regoal is to be one of the top clubs in turn home for the Face-Off Classic
the East and win home ice for the tournament on Nov. 25 and 26.Q

About a week and a half ago,
the Colby junior varsity hockey
season came to a close. Afterone
game and one practice, men's
hockey Head Coach Scott Borek
and Assistant CoachJimTortorella
decided that the remainder of the
season should be canceled.
Does it seem surprising? It
shouldn't.Forthe three years since
his arrival at Colby, Borek has
advertised a JV hotkey program.
In the past three years, the JV
hockeyteam hasplayed all of three
games. It leaves you to wonder if
the JV hockey team actually exists.
Lastyear,the squad was scheduled to play from the beginning
of November until around finals
time. Unfortunately, the rink's
compressor broke down,and without any ice there couldn't be a
team. The remainder of the team's
games were canceled.
Thisyear,the team had its first
official practice, which was run
by Tortorella,on Nov.4. Two days
later,the team played its first game
against The New England College
Development. When the two 25
minute halves were oyer, Colby
had suffered a 12-0 thrashing.
The team met that Tuesday in
the evening for its first practice
since the game. After skating

around on the kef or 15minutes,the
coachwasstillnowheretobe found.
Finally, Borek waved the team over
to the bench to deliver the bad news.
He said the season had been canceled,and he gave a number of reasons. First, two of the teams that
Colby were going to play later in the
month, Granite State and Phillips
Exeter Academy,both had canceled
their games. Second, the team that
had trounced Colby two days earlier was not going to come back to
play the next game which was scheduled idrSiinday. They had apparently stolen a couple items from the
locker room and Borek felt that they
should not be invited back.
The team's remaining game
against Hebron would be canceled
as well, because they would be as
good, if not better than NECD, and
Borek was worried about the personal safety of Colby's players. He
said that any player was welcome to
talk with him about his decision,
but he added that the decision was
final.
Before he let the team go, Borek
said that the locker room that the
team had been using was needed.
So, all of the players' equipment
had to be cleared out that night after
practice.
Wow, thanks for being so understanding, Coach.
The reasons for canceling the
seasons the past two years seem to
have some merit. However,if Borek

really wanted a strong JV program
here at Colby it is obvious that he
needs to put more effort into it.
Three games in three years is a
long way from being successful.
The interest from students is
in abundance. The team this year
was almost 20 strong, and a few
players would have even been
willing to take charge of the program, setting up games and practices. It takes a lot of work to set
up a JV program, and hockey is
one of few athletic teams on campus that chooses to have one.However, if Borek wants to have a JV
program then he should work
hard to make it worthwhile for
the players.
As of now, the program is a
complete j oke. Unfortunately,the
people that are most hurt by the
program are those who don 't
know much about it — the recruits. Colby fields a very good
varsity hockey team. Recruits
might have doubts as to whether
or not they could make the varsity
team here. If varsity isn't possible,
the opportunity to play JV hockey
is an attractive offer that few
schools present.
It would be a shame if an athlete decided to come to Colby because he thought that he could
play JV hockey, only to find out
that there was never really a team
in the first place. Then again,
maybe if s too late.Q

Men s basketball aims for
fi r st seed in NCAA tourn ey
BY KARA MARCHANT
Staff Writer

It's time again for Colby men's
hoops. After last winter's successful
season, which included a trip to the
first round of the NCAA tournament, the team is returning with a
solid core of veterans, some new
additions, and high expectations for
the 1994-1995 season.
The team returns its two leading
scorers Dave Stephens '96,a forward,
and captain Matt Gaudet '95, a starting guard, who scored his .thousandth point last season. Captains
T.J. Maines '95 and Greg Walsh '95
form a solid nucleus of returnees
along with Dave McLaughlin '97and
John Hebert '97. Head Coach Dick
Whitmore was optimistic about the
season.
"We should be competitive.
We've been fortunate to be successful in the past, and if we continue to
grow as individuals,we should have
a good season," said Whitmore.
Last year's team finished the winter at 21-3, and earned a berth as the
second seed in the Northeastbracket
of the NCAA Division III tournament. The team has hi gher goal this
year, according to Whitmore.
"The team goal is to be the number one seed in our bracket of the
tournament,"said Whitmore. If this
were to happen, the tournament
would be hosted at Colby right up to
the final four teams.
Maines said he is very confident

Echo photo by Gretchen Rice

Dave Stephens '96 and T.J. Maines '95 warm up f o r the
upcoming season at a recent basketball practice.
about this year's team.
"It's the best team I've been on
in four years — since I've been
here,"said Maines. "We have a lot
of depth; Whit could play right
down to the thirteenth man in a
game. We still have a good core of
returnees."
As the national tournament is
only taking eight teams instead of
the usual five this year, expectations of making the tournament
are high. "We are aiming for the
see MEN'S B-BALLon page 13

Whatever
happened to JV
hockey?
See Offsides on
page 15.

Ro gers qualifies
for NCAAs

X-C places 4th in New England
BY EMILY GREENSTEIN
Staff Writer

Pulling the season to an outstanding finale, the Colby men's
cross country team placed fourth
out of 29 teams competing for national qualification at the New England Division III Championships
at the University of Southern Maine
this past Saturday.
Williams College and M.I.T. took
the top two places respectively,
while Brandeis University managed
to come in third,battling with Colby
and six other teams for the spot.
Brandeis finished with 164 points,
while the Mules came in close behind with 166.
"To be within only two points of
the third place team was really a
boost. I am very pleased with our
results,and I thinkthe kids are also,"
said Head Coach Jim Wescott.
The team's collective success is
also not all that Wescott can be
p leased about. Abe Rogers '95
placed sixth out of 207 runners and
consequently qualified for the na'
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tional competition. "While a -Willt
iams' runner finished first with a
time of 25.08, Rogers proved to be in
close contention, coming in close
behind at 26.10.
Though Rogers was the only
Mule to qualif y for the nationals,
the rest of the Colby runners also
had strong performances. Chad
Sisson '96 placed second for Colby
with a time of 26.53,while Sam Harris '98 and Kevin Smith '96 placed
third and fourth for the Mules with
times of 26.54 and 27.02, respectively. According to Wescott, the
race was truly a team effort.
"The neat thing about our pack
is that we had five runners within
27 seconds of each other, so really it
was a team effort thatbrought us up
to fourth place," said Wescott. "It's
really exciting to end the season
when everyone does well, rather
than having only a few runners
stand out."
Wescott and Rogers will travel
to Lehigh University next weekend
to compete in the NCAA
championships.Q
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Colby 's Jim Zadro zney '95 f ights his way through the Bowdoin line on his way to a sack.

Bowdoin becomes Mu le meat

Colby f inishes with best record since 1972
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

If you missed seeing the Colby
football team play this year, you
missed seeing the best football team
to wear the blue and gray since
Nixon, bell bottoms and Led Zeppelin were popular.
Going into halftime against arch
rival Bowdoin College, Colby found
itself with a 12-7 advantage. The
Mules exploded in the second half
to win the game 34-13, bringing its
record to 7-1— the best record for a
Colby football team since 1972.
"Defensivel y, we came out and
played well right from the start,"
said Head Coach Tom Austin. "Offensively,wejust didn't finish in the
first half."
Colby got on the scoreboard first
Kara Patterson '97

Echo p hoto by Merritt D uff

Women's X-C earn s
national berth
ond overall behind Darcy Storen
from Bowdoin College. Patterson
Staff Writer
held the lead until the last 150
yards, when Storen managed to
The Colby women's cross- pass her. Storen's time of 17:41,
country team ran its way to a sec- and Patterson's time as well, shatond place finish at the Division III tered the course record by several
National Qualifier Tournament seconds. The next runner to finish
this past weekend. Held at the was a full ten seconds behind
University of Southern Maine at Patterson.
the Gorham Country club, every
Colby was surprised to find
Colby runner ran a personal best themselves behind Williams Colon the course.
lege in the final standings, accordKara Patterson '97 ran the
course in 17:47 and finished sec- see X-C on page 13

BY KARA MARCHANT

with a 32 yard field goal by Jerrod
Deshaw '97. Tom Beedy '97blocked
Bowdoin's punt to give the Mules
good field position for the drive.
A 45 yard pass from Matt
Mannering '95 to tight end Brett
Nardini '96 set up another Deshaw
field goal at the start of the second
quarter. Bowdoin came right back
with quarterback Ramon Martinez
hitting a receiver with a 43 yard
touchdown pass. With 13:30 left in
the quarter, the Polar Bears had the
lead 7-6.
Colby managed another touchdown before the end of the half to
take the lead back. Mannering hit

Nardini in the far corner of the end
zone from three yards out for the
TD. The key to the drive was a clutch
catch in traffic by Ryan Sullivan '96.
Deshaw's extra point was blocked,
and the score remained 12-7.
Turnovers plagued both teams
for the remainder of the quarter.
Colby committed a fumble and
threw two interceptions, while
Bowdoin fumbled once and had
another punt blocked by Beedy.
To start the second half, the Polar Bears used trickery to try and
take the lead back. A fake punt resulted m a 32 yard gain, and
Bowdoin had possession on the
Colby 22 yard line. A few plays
later, they faked a field goal, and
Martinez rolled out and passed to a
wide open receiver in the end zone.
see FOOTBALL on page 14

Talented guards return for women's hoops
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

Under the reigns of first year
Head Coach Beth Staples, the Colby
women's basketball team will be
striving for a fifth consecutive CBB
Championship this season.The team
will look to fill the gaps left by graduation, with four key players from
last year leaving Mayflower Hill.
Staples made the final cuts for
the team last Thursday, which was
not an easy task for the new coach.
"It was a very difficult decision,
because of the work ethic and the
talent level," said Stap les.
The team will be led by two
sophomore guards, Lynn Kenoyer
and Amber Howard, both of whom
started several games for the Mules

last season. What Colby has in its
back court it lacks in the post. With
the loss of both Andrea Bowman
and Betsey McLean, the Mules will
look for a force in the paint to play
the post and rebound.
Em ily Larsen '98 will play the

post and look to fill the void left by
Bowman and McLean. However,
Larsen suffered a knee inju ry during tryouts and will not return to
action for another three weeks. Until then,Maggie Drummond '98will
play the post.
"When Emily comes back, she'll
immediately come in and help,"said
Staples.
Colby will put a lot of defensive
pressure on its opponents all over
the floor, utilizing the abundance of
talented guards that the team has,
according to Staples. Offensivel y,
Staples is hoping that Colby 's post
p layerswill make up for their height
disadvantage with speed.
"I'm hoping that our athleticism
can overcome our lack of height in

see BASKETBALLon p age 14

